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Key Facts  Social and Emotional skills 

 Indirect bullying is done behind a person’s back e. g   
spreading rumours or having their things broken  

 Direct bullying is done to a person, like calling names, 
hitting or punching them. 

  If a friend being bullied, It Is Important to make sure 
that they knew how to get help and that be on their 
side.  

 All types of racism are unfair because it makes a 
person feel unwanted just because they are different 
to other people. Racism and discrimination should be 
stopped. 

  Awareness of my own culture 

 Awareness of my attitude towards people from different races 

 Knowing some ways to encourage children who use bullying behaviours to make 
other choices and know how to support children who are being bullied 

 Appreciating the value of happiness regardless of material wealth 

 Respecting my own and other people’s cultures 

Key Learning: Prior Learning: Books for support 

 understand that cultural differences sometimes cause 
conflict 

 understand what racism is 

 understand how rumour-spreading and name-calling 
can be bullying behaviours 

  explain the difference between direct and indirect 
types of bullying 

 compare my life with people in the developing world 

 understand a different culture from my own 

Children should already know that : 

 Sometimes, we make assumptions 
based on what people look like 

 Sometimes bullying is hard to spot 
and I know what to do if I think it is 
going on but I’m not sure 

  Witnesses sometimes join in with 
bullying and sometimes don’t tell 

They should also be able to : 

 Identify what is special about me 
and value the ways in which I am 
unique 

  tell you a time when my first 
impression of someone changed 
when I got to know them 
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Subject Specific Vocabulary 

Key word Definition 

Culture 
The way of life, especially the general customs and beliefs, of 
a particular group of people at a particular time 

Racism 
Unfair or harmful treatment of others based on race 

Discrimination 

Treating a person or particular group of people differently, especially in 
a worse way from the way in which you treat other people, because 
of their skin colour e.t.c 

Rumours 
An unofficial interesting story or piece of news that might 
be true or invented, and quickly spreads from person to person 

Bullying 
The behaviour of a person who hurts or frightens someone smaller or 
less powerful 
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